Redesigning Screening
and Selection Practice
Putting the Best Talent
in Every Job

In an increasingly talent-dependent world,
talent-powered organisations understand
the strategic importance of talent, and
view talent management as a critical
organisational capability.
They know that the single most important driver of organisational
performance is talent – having the right people in the right roles
at the right time. And retaining them, of course.
These organisations are acutely aware of the risks attached to
flawed talent management processes, and they make it their
business to reengineer processes that are not producing the
desired outcomes. This is particularly true of the screening and
selection process, which should aim to predict high performance
in a particular role.

“At the end of the day, you bet on people,
not on strategies.”
Larry Bossidy

The Many Guises of People Risk
So what are the risks?
People risk comes in many forms:

Selection Risk
Appointing the
wrong person into a
particular role

Team
Effectiveness
Dysfunctional teams
(often because of a
weak leader)

Weak Bench
Strength

Not having a pipeline of
talent for key roles

Investment Risk
Not having talent
analytics to guide
development decisions

Transition Risk

Appointing not-ready-yet
candidates into
next-level roles

Weak Leaders

Who invariably appoint
C-players

The impact of these risks on the organisation is far-reaching, and often devastating.

The Business Case for Rigorous Screening and Selection
Strong Performers

Weak Performers

Are productive

Are unproductive

Develop effective ideas
and strategies

Make poor decisions

Win support
Inspire others
Make things happen

Work inefficiently
Fail to solicit support
Resist change
Are often slow learners

Are usually bright

Competency-based assessments reduce the cost associated with

Incompetence, Mediocre Performance
and Lost Opportunity

Fit
The primary aim of the screening and selection process is to achieve fit (or a good match) at three levels:
Job-fit

Culture-fit

Strategy-fit

Right
Organisation
Strategy
Culture
Goals

Accountabilities
Complexity
Competency
Requirements

Right Role

Reward

Right Time

Right Person

Values
and Commitment
Current and
Future Capability

Components of Screening and Selection Good Practice
Good practice consists of several elements:

Policy and
Procedure
Framework

Competency
Framework

Job (or Success)
Profiles

Third-Party
Evaluations

Shortlisting
Criteria

Structured
CompetencyBased Panel
Interviews

Competencybased
Assessments

Selection Risk
Analyses and
Oversight

Metrics

Datamanagement

Effective selection decisions result from a multiple-hurdle selection process, which eliminates unsuitable candidates in a
cost-effective manner. Typical assessment filters include:

Job-knowledge
tests

Work

samples

Psychometric

measures (personality
questionnaires, ability
tests, learning potential
assessments)

Simulations

Re-engineering Current Practice
Fixing what is broken starts with a process of introspection. Decision-makers have to answer at least the following questions:

?
Do we have the

right people
in the right /
key roles?

?
How do we

assess
competency
and potential
to advance to
next-level roles?

?
Are our selection
processes

rigorous,
fair and
transparent?

?
Are our selection
decisions

being
challenged?

Redesigning the business process starts with a high-level assessment of the organisation’s
strategic goals and talent needs, which are obtained from face-to-face meetings with
senior HR and executive representatives. This is followed by forensic-level research
conducted across primary and secondary data-sources.

?
Do we have
measures that

track the
efficiency

of our
selection system?

In summary, screening and selection process redesign involves the following steps:
1

2

3

4

5

Define the
‘To Be-State’

Analyse the
‘As Is-State’

Perform a
Gap Analysis

Re-design the
Business Process

Create a
Supporting Platform

6

7

8

9

10

Provide
End-User Training

Launch a
Pilot Project

Evaluate
and Tweak

Roll-out New
Practice Across
the Organisation

Monitor
Compliance and
Measure Impact

End-user training includes the following modules:
How to perform a job
analysis and design a job
(or success) profile

How to conduct a competency
(or behaviourally)
- based interview

How to interpret
assessment results

How to perform a selection
risk analysis, and make
informed selection decisions

How to engage new hires,
provide transition support and
accelerate performance

How to conduct conversations
about performance and
development

Benefits of Good Practice
Effective screening and selection practice produces or results in:
Comprehensive

decisionsupport
data /
talent analytics

Good
person-job
match /
Increased
productivity

Reduced
training cost

Increased
bench strength

Increased
levels of
employee
engagement

Reduced
selection risk

Higher
retention

In particular, screening and selection good practice results in legally-defensible decisions.

Making it Happen
Robust talent management is also about being prepared to challenge established practice to assess its fit for future purpose.
It calls for a willingness to implement new processes and practices that will result in a shift in operating style, anticipating
opposition from those who would prefer the familiarity of the status quo.
In the context of change management, the following actions are essential:
 Integrate New Practice with other Talent Management Processes
 Generate Organisational Support
 Ensure Robust Implementation.

About the Talent Institute
The Talent Institute is a privately held boutique professional services firm
that specialises in strategic talent management consulting. Specifically, we
focus on helping clients develop and implement strategies and practices
to more effectively manage the selection, deployment, development and
retention of talent to support current business strategies and to prepare for
future challenges.
Our core competency lies in our ability to interpret talent analytics in the
context of strategy and business impact, and the use of predictive intelligence
to inform risk mitigation, capability development and talent investments.
Grounded in organizational psychology, we leverage research, analytics,
expertise and industry insights to enable business performance by removing
the guesswork from making decisions about people.
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